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In ﬁfth-group element superconductors V, Nb, and Ta, the increase in superconducting transition temperature (Tc) was attempted by using
both high-pressure torsion (HPT) and additional hydrostatic pressure (HP) compression. The former brings about the grain reﬁnement and strain
accumulation in the unit-cell level. The additional compression for severely strained superconductors triggers strengthening intergrain-contact
and/or structural deformation in the unit-cell level. The manner of the appearance of the above two eﬀects depends on the kind of elements:
First, in V, there is no prominent eﬀect of HPT, comparing to the hydrostatic compression eﬀects on its non-strained material. Next, in Ta, the
eﬀect of strengthening intergrain-contact appears at small hydrostatic compression, resulting in temporal increase in Tc. Finally, Nb exhibits
prominent increase in Tc by both eﬀects and, in particular, the structural deformation in the unit-cell level promotes the increase in Tc. Thus, the
accumulation of residual strain in the level of starting material can be a promising work to manipulate Tc under HP compression.
[doi:10.2320/matertrans.MF201932]
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1.

Introduction

Bulk superconductivity exhibits macroscopic phase coherence in the Josephson arrays composed of superconducting
grains. In late 1950’searly1970’s, the superconductivity
property at zero magnetic ﬁeld, ex. superconducting
transition temperature Tc, had been found to depend on
both the sample purity and residual strain in single element
superconductors such as Re,1) Ta,2) and V.3) Generally, the
shear strain reduces crystallinity, and it is usually not
favorable for macroscopic phase coherence. However, it
had been known that it rarely works toward favorable manner
in Re,1) thin ﬁlm and amorphus Al,4) and so on. Furthermore
when considering the ﬁne-grain superconductors, it has been
experimentally conﬁrmed that Tc can increase with
strengthening the intergrain coupling.5,6) This eﬀect is
theoretically expected to be enhanced in a system with
smaller grain size.7)
Recently by using severe plastic deformation (SPD),8,9) the
improvement of functionality in superconductors is successfully conducted.1012) The SPD process plays the role of
accumulating dislocations, resulting in the grain reﬁnement
at the submicrometer or nanometer ranges as shown in Fig. 1.
It is known to be eﬀective in increasing Tc of superconductors
such as Nb10) and Re.12) There we have to consider both
the intergrain network via grain boundary and intragrain
crystallinity as factors to inﬂuence Tc. The strain installed in
the SPD process is relatively evaluated via semi-experimental
manner: In the case of high-pressure torsion (HPT),1317)
which is one of the SPD techniques along with equal-channel
+
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Fig. 1 Intergrain network consisting of superconducting grains. Grains and
intergrain-contacts are presented with hexagons and red closed circles,
respectively. The diamagnetic moments by the surface current displayed
with red dotted curves are presented with yellow arrows. In the magnetic
measurements, the summation of yellow M vectors against the magnetic
ﬁeld H is observed.

angular pressing18) and accumulative roll bonding,19,20) the
revolution number N is a parameter to pursue the grain
reﬁnement. In order to elucidate both eﬀects on Tc, we
compress three ﬁfth-element superconductors such as V, Nb,
and Ta subjected to HPT as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
In the periodic table containing 118 elements, there are 29
superconductors at ambient pressure, and 11 elements of
them exhibit the increase in Tc under hydrostatic pressure
(HP).21,22) Three ﬁfth-element superconductors such as V,
Nb, and Ta has nominal Tc of 5.3 K, 9.2 K, and 4.5 K,
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Fig. 2 Strategy of the present study in the case of Nb.33) (a) In high-pressure torsion (HPT) for controlling the initial condition,
pressurization and revolution are conducted by using two metal anvils. As the revolution number (N ) increases, dislocations are
accumulated (a-1), and the grain size largely changes. The small-angle grain boundaries gradually transform to large-angle grain
boundaries with increasing N ((a-2) ¼ (a-3)). Finally due to the balance between generation and annihilation of dislocations, the grain
size remains unchanged despite the increase in N. (b) A few pieces of sample cut from the HPT-processed V, Nb, and Ta are placed in
diamond anvil cell (DAC) to conduct the hydrostatic pressure experiment. There, the specimen is pressed in a quasi-hydrostatic pressure
condition using the DAC.
Table 1 Previous studies on hydrostatic pressure (HP) experiments for V. PTM: pressure-transmitting medium; nP-iA: 1:1 mixture of npentane and isoamyl alcohol, and Ap-J: Apiezon-J oil. CY: cylindrical sample, AR: as-received sample, S: single-crystal, SP: small
pieces, ARC: arc-melted, and HPT: high-pressure torsion. N denotes the revolution number of the HPT procedure performed at 6 GPa.

respectively. Previous studies of HP compression for V, Nb,
and Ta are summarized in Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively. All
of three are considered to belong to a group that exhibits the
increase in Tc under the HP circumstances.22) Indeed, smooth

linear-increase in Tc is observed only in V. All previous
studies for V have reported the positive dTc/dP coeﬃcient.3,2327) According to the study of Struzhkin et al., nonstrained Nb shows the increase in Tc after its slight decrease,
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Table 2 Previous studies on HP experiments for Nb. PTM: pressure-transmitting medium; nP-iA: 1:1 mixture of n-pentane and isoamyl
alcohol, Ap-J: Apiezon-J oil, MEW: methanolethanolwater mixture in volume ratio of 16:3:1, and O2: condensed oxygen molecule.
CY: cylindrical sample, AR: as-received sample, S: single-crystal, PO: polycrystal, SP: small pieces, PU: puriﬁed near the melting point,
ARC: arc-melted, and HPT: high-pressure torsion. N denotes the revolution number of the HPT procedure performed at 6 GPa.

Table 3 Previous studies on HP experiments for Ta. PTM: pressure-transmitting medium; Ap-J: Apiezon-J oil, SP: small pieces, and HPT:
high-pressure torsion. N denotes the revolution number of the HPT procedure performed at 6 GPa.

and has the optimal Tc of 9.9 K at around P = 10 GPa.28)
Indeed, the initial dTc/dP for Nb depends on experimental
conditions such as the sample condition and kind of pressure
transmitting medium (PTM).23,24,2833) Contrary to the above
two, Ta exhibits the decrease in Tc over wide pressure
range,2,24,28,34,35) and there is only one plot suggesting the
increase in Tc at 43 GPa.28) Thus, there are much variety in
the pressure dependence of Tc among V, Nb, and Ta. We are
exploring the observation of new pressure response using
the SPD materials. In the present study, we conduct the HP

compression to strained materials subjected to the HPT
process (see Fig. 2), considered as the so-called Josephson
arrays of small grains, and control both Josephson coupling
between superconducting grains and lattice strain at the unitcell level. Figure 3 shows a digest of the present review.
There are two parameters such as N related with the initially
installed strain [Fig. 2(a)] and pressure (P) related with
additional strain [Fig. 2(b)]. Both HPT apparatus and HP one
commonly using anvils have the same route of Bridgman’s
excellent achievement.13)
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Fig. 3 Digest of the present studies for ﬁfth-element transition-metal
superconductors, V, Nb, and Ta. The pressure dependences of Tc
normalized with the value at ambient pressure, Tc(0), for P ¯ 15 GPa
are presented in two cases of (a) non-strained material and (b) material
subjected to the HPT procedure with N = 10 at 6 GPa.
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0.5 mm3 as illustrated in Fig. 2. As for Ta, it has been known
that Ta subjected to the HPT processing has two superconducting transitions.40) The Meissner signal with lower Tc
exhibits majority of superconducting volume fraction. In the
present experiment using little sample volume, it was diﬃcult
to pursue the change in the Meissner signal with higher Tc
under HP compression. Thus, for HPT-Ta, we have paid
much attention to the change in the Meissner signal with
lower Tc that exhibits the same pressure dependence as that
for the midpoint of the Meissner signal. In the electrical
resistance measurements for superconductors under high
pressure, it is diﬃcult to measure zero resistance. In
particular, this problem becomes more serious in strained
superconductors under non-HP compression. Therefore, we
adopt the Meissner measurements to evaluate Tc of V, Nb,
and Ta in the present extreme condition.
2.2

2.

Experimentals

2.1 High-pressure torsion (HPT)
As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), the disks of V, Nb, and Ta were
subjected to HPT processing at room temperature under a
selected pressure of P = 6 GPa and revolutions of N up to 20
with a rotation speed of 1 rpm. Specimens with dimensions
of approximately 0.8 © 0.8 © 0.5 mm3 were cut from an
HPT-processed disk using a wirecutting electric discharge
machine at the position of 2.5 mm from the disk center. For
instance, in Nb, we remark that for N < 2, dislocations are
stored as illustrated in Fig. 2(a-1), and the grain size largely
changes.36) The small-angle grain boundaries formed in these
cases gradually transform to large-angle grain boundaries
with increasing N (corresponding to the change form
Fig. 2(a-2) to Fig. 2(a-3)). On the other hand, for N ² 2,
the fraction of large-angle grain boundaries increases due to
annihilation of dislocations at grain boundaries (illustrated in
Fig. 2(a-3)), leading to that the grain size remains unchanged
because of the balance between dislocation generation by
straining and the dislocation annihilation at grain boundaries.
The grain size at steady state for V, Nb, and Ta is 330 nm,
240 nm, and 180 nm, respectively.37)
In Nb, we note here that the average grain sizes for AR,
N = 2, N = 5, and N = 10(cryo) samples have been reported
to be 140 µm, 250 nm, 240 nm, and ca. 40 nm, respectively.36,38) Thus, the shear insertion leads to a signiﬁcant
reduction in the grain size. The superconducting coherence
length ²(0) for the single-crystal has been reported as around
20 nm,39) and the aforementioned grain sizes for N = 2,
N = 5, and N = 10(cryo) are at a level comparable with
²(0).10) The penetration depth for the single-crystal is
approximately 40 nm,39) and large superconducting signal
observed in the present study reﬂects the intergrain coupling
via grain boundaries. At ambient pressure, Tc for AR is
approximately 9.25 K, and Tc exhibits a maximum of
approximately 9.37 K at N = 2. In addition, Tc remains
unchanged at 9.35 K for N > 10.10)
For the following hydrostatic experiment, small pieces
with side lengths less than 0.1 mm were prepared from the
specimens with dimensions of approximately 0.8 © 0.8 ©

SQUID magnetometer with miniature-DAC
(mDAC)
The AC magnetization of the materials at pressures of GPa
level was measured using a superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) magnetometer equipped with
an AC option.4147) The frequency and amplitude of the AC
ﬁeld were 10 Hz and 3.9 Oe, respectively. At small amplitude
of AC ﬁeld, the magnitude of in-phase one (mA) is almost
consistent with the Meissner signal observed at static
magnetic ﬁeld.48) Suﬃciently below Tc, there is no out-ofphase component reﬂecting energy loss, and mA is related
with the volume fraction of magnetic shielding. The onset
temperature of the superconducting signal was evaluated as
the conﬁdent Tc after the quantitative deviation of the onset
temperature was conﬁrmed to be consistent with that of the
midpoint temperature.
Contraction corresponding to a stress of up to 15 GPa was
achieved using a miniature CuBe diamond anvil cell (DAC)
that consisted of two diamond anvils with ﬂat tips having a
diameter of 0.5 mm and a 0.25-mm-thick Re gasket.49,50) In
the HP-type experiments, liquid-like PTM, Apiezon-J oil
(Ap-J), was conﬁned together with small pieces of the HPT
materials in the sample chamber: At room temperature,
Apiezon-J oil solidiﬁes at a few one-tenth GPa. The pressure
value at room temperature (Prt) was evaluated by measuring
the ﬂuorescence of ruby51) located in the sample cavity with
the HPT materials. According to Ref. 49, when temperature
is cooled from room temperature to liquid helium temperature, there appears the pressure increase equal to
approximately 10% of Prt. In this paper, Prt is adopted as
the pressure value (P) in each measurement, since the
comparison between magnetic and structural data at low
pressures of P < 7 GPa is meaningful.
2.3

SQUID-based vibrating coil magnetometer (SQUIDVCM)
The DAC is mounted in the 4He-refrigerator with a 1 K
pot, and the entire DAC is heated. The use of diamond anvils
with diﬀerent culet size (i.e. 500 and 550 µm) allows the
CuBeNiCrAl composite gasket to be deformed away from
the NbTi detection coil. The NiCrAl disk with the diameter of
410 µm was inserted into the hole drilled in the center of
CuBe gasket.52) After pressing the composite gasket down to
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2.4 X-ray diﬀraction under hydrostatic compression
In order to determine the structural shrinkage under
pressure, we performed X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) analyses
for Nb and Ta under high pressure of up to P = 6.8 GPa at
room temperature using a synchrotron radiation XRD system
with a cylindrical imaging plate at the Photon Factory at the
Institute of Materials Structure Science, High Energy
Accelerator Research Organization.55) The energy of the
incident X-rays was 16 keV. Pressure was applied using a
DAC that consisted of two diamond anvils with ﬂat tips
having a diameter of 0.8 mm and a 0.3-mm-thick CuBe
gasket. The small pieces of HPT-Nb or HPT-Ta were placed in
a randomly oriented manner in a sample cavity with a
diameter of 0.4 mm along with a ruby of manometer and
transparent PTM such as ﬂuorinated oil (FC77, Sumitomo 3M
Ltd.). Transparent FC77 undergoes solidiﬁcation below 1 GPa
at room temperature56) similarly to brown Ap-J. All the
atomic positions in the body-centered cubic (bcc) structure are
special positions, and therefore, the structural parameters can
be evaluated just with the use of the diﬀraction peak angle.
The lattice parameters were estimated using all of observed
diﬀraction peaks: For Nb, we used ﬁve diﬀraction peaks of
the plane indices (110), (200), (211), (220), and (310). For Ta,
the diﬀraction peak of the plane index (310) was not used.
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Fig. 4 Temperature dependence of in-phase ac magnetization mA for HPTV (N = 0) (a) and HPT-V (N = 10) (b).
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Experimental Results

3.1 HPT-V
Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of in-phase ac
magnetization mA for HPT-V (N = 0) (a) and HPT-V (N = 10)
(b) by using a SQUID magnetometer with miniature-DAC
(mDAC). Figure 5 shows VVCM that corresponds to the
temperature dependence of dc magnetic susceptibility for
HPT-V (N = 10) by using the SQUID-VCM magnetometer.
Figure 6 shows the pressure dependence of Tc for HPT-V
(N = 0) and HPT-V (N = 10). Comparing Tc’s at
P = 5.0 GPa, HPT-V (N = 10) has slightly higher value than
HPT-V (N = 0). However, when we see their data in wider
pressure range, there is no prominent diﬀerence in the change
in Tc between HPT-V (N = 0) and HPT-V (N = 10), which
are consistent with the previous data by Ishizuka et al.27)

2.5

10

Tc [K]

3.

0

m' [emu]

70 µm, a hole with the diameter of 200 µm was drilled in the
center. In the sample cavity, the small pieces of HPT-V
(N = 10) were held together with Apiezon-J oil and ruby as a
room-temperature manometer. The magnitude of the pressure
(P) was estimated at room temperature by measuring the
ﬂuorescence of ruby.51)
Using an actuating unit consisting of three actuators, the
detection coil is ideally vibrated at the place where the slope
of magnetic ﬂux against the distance from the sample is
maximum.53) To obtain suﬃcient amplitude of the vibration
of the detection coil at liquid helium temperature, the driving
frequency of the vibrating actuators, consisting of bimorph
type piezoelectric actuators, was chosen to be 168 Hz near the
resonating frequency of the vibrating actuators.54) The DAC
and the actuating unit are located in the cryostat as shown
elsewhere.54) Hdc was applied at 30 Oe at maximum. The use
of a lock-in ampliﬁer at the vibration frequency yields the
amplitude of VVCM.
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Fig. 6 Pressure dependence of superconducting transition temperature Tc
for HPT-V (N = 0) and HPT-V (N = 10). For reference, the previous data
for non-strained V are also presented.27)
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Fig. 7 Temperature dependence of in-phase ac magnetization mA for HPT-Nb samples with N = 1 (a), 2 (b) and 5 (c) at various
pressures.33) The diameter of the sample chamber for N = 1 and 2 was 0.2 mm, and that for N = 5 was 0.1 mm. The onset of the
superconducting signal is presented with an arrow, and the midpoint is marked with an open circle. (d) Pressure dependence of
superconducting transition temperature Tc for HPT-Nb for N = 1, 2, and 5. Arrows represent the threshold pressure (Pc). For three
samples, Ap-J was used as the PTM. For reference, the guide curves corresponding to Tc(P) of the AR sample with Ap-J as the PTM (see
Ref. 33) are also presented with the black solid (onset) and broken (midpoint) curves.

3.2 HPT-Nb
Figures 7(a)(c) shows the temperature dependence of inphase ac magnetization mA for the HPT-Nb (N = 1, 2, and 10)
materials by using a SQUID magnetometer with mDAC. The
onset of the Meissner signal shows the change similar to that
of the midpoint, and the onset temperature is determined to
be Tc. The pressure dependence of Tc for HPT-Nb (N = 1, 2,
and 10) is shown in Fig. 7(d), comparing to that of asreceived (AR) Nb material. Three HPT materials exhibit the

larger enhancement of Tc than the AR material. In particular,
HPT-Nb (N = 1) shows the increase in Tc over 9.8 K at
around P = 1 GPa. As N increases like N = 1 ¼ 5, the
maximum Tc shifts toward higher pressure side, decreasing
the maximum value.
Figures 8(a)(c) shows the temperature dependence of inphase ac magnetization mA for the HPT-Nb (N = 10) material
by using a SQUID magnetometer with mDAC. The pressure
dependence of the onset temperature Tc for HPT-Nb (N = 10)
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Fig. 8 Temperature dependence of in-phase ac magnetization mA for HPT-Nb samples with N = 10 using Ap-J as PTM [ﬁrst run (a),
second one (b), and third one (c)] at various pressures.33) The diameter of the sample chamber for the ﬁrst and second runs was 0.2 mm,
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with an open circle. For P = 1.3, 1.6, and 1.8 GPa in (a), the midpoint was evaluated for the major superconducting signal. The number
beside the pressure value in the ﬁgure indicates the measurement trial number. (d) Pressure dependence of superconducting transition
temperature Tc for HPT-Nb with N = 10. Here, Ap-J was used as the PTM. The number beside each symbol indicates the measurement
trial number. For reference, the guide curves corresponding to Tc(P) of the sample AR using Ap-J as PTM (see Ref. 33) are also
presented with the black solid (onset) and broken (midpoint) curves.

is shown in Fig. 8(d). Tc of HPT-Nb (N = 10) exhibits the
maximum Tc over 9.8 K at around P = 2 GPa. The behavior
of Tc for HPT-Nb (N = 10) is not on an expanded line of
changes for N = 1 ¼ 5. Tc for all HPT-Nb (N = 1, 2, 5, 10)
materials shows consistency with that for AR at around
P = 15 GPa. The feature due to the HPT processing appears
in the pressure region below 15 GPa.
Figures 9 shows the pressure dependence of interplanar
distance of (110), (200), (211), (220), and (310) for the HPTNb materials for N = 1 (c) and 10 (d). For reference, the data

for both arc-melting (ARC) and AR materials are also shown
in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. At ﬁrst, the AR material
exhibits anisotropic transformation of the unit cell structure at
around P = 2 GPa, suggesting that strain accumulated in the
cubic lattice with high symmetry is released at a threshold
pressure (Pc). This phenomenon does not occur in the ARC
material without residual strain, suggesting the importance
of residual strain. When the HPT procedure with N = 1 is
subjected to the AR material, the grain reﬁnement enhances
the capacity of accumulating the additional strain, resulting in
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Fig. 9 Pressure dependence of normalized interplanar distance of (110),
(200), (211), (220), and (310) planes for ARC (a), AR (b), HPT-Nb
(N = 1) (c), and HPT-Nb (N = 10) (d).33) The broken guide lines in all
ﬁgures represent the interplanar distance change for ARC (black), AR
(blue), and N = 1 (red). These initial slope values in the pressure regime
where isotropic structure change occurs are also indicated. The pressure
regime corresponding to anisotropic structure change is indicated in lightblue hatching. FC77 was used as PTM in all cases.

the increase in Pc to approximately 3.4 GPa. However, HPT
with the level of N = 10 does not permit to accumulate any
additional strain, so that anisotropic unit-cell deformation
occurs even at quite small pressure.
Figure 10 shows the pressure dependence of anisotropic
lattice deformation using normalized lattice constants
a1/acubic, a2/acubic, and a3/acubic for ARC (a), AR (b), HPTNb (N = 1) (c), and HPT-Nb (N = 10) (d) samples. Herein,
acubic is a lattice constant considering the bcc lattice.
Comparing with ARC, AR and HPT (N = 1) exhibits the
one-direction shrinkage and two-direction expansion. On the
other hand, the HPT (N = 10) material exhibits two-direction

0

1

2

3

P [GPa]

4

5

6

Fig. 10 Pressure dependence of anisotropic lattice deformation using
normalized lattice constants a1/acubic, a2/acubic, and a3/acubic for ARC (a),
AR (b), HPT-Nb (N = 1) (c), and HPT-Nb (N = 10) (d).33) acubic is a
lattice constant considering the bcc lattice. The threshold pressure for
anisotropic structure change, determined in Fig. 9, is indicated by an
arrow. FC77 was used as the PTM in all cases.

shrinkage for P < 2 GPa and two-direction expansion for
P > 2 GPa. At around 2 GPa, the deformation manner
changes, suggesting complex manner of strain release. In
particular, the HPT (N = 10) material with heavy residual
strain has a deformed bcc structure, which is close to the
body-centered tetragonal (bct) structure for P > 3 GPa.
3.3 HPT-Ta
Figures 11, 12, and 13 shows the temperature dependence
of in-phase ac magnetization mA for the HPT-Ta (N = 0, 2,
and 10) materials by using a SQUID magnetometer with
mDAC. The onset of the Meissner signal is determined to be
Tc. The pressure dependence of Tc for HPT-Ta (N = 0, 2, and
10) is shown in Fig. 14, comparing to the previous data for
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Fig. 11 Temperature dependence of in-phase ac magnetization mA for HPTTa with N = 0 using Ap-J as PTM at various pressures. The diameter of
the sample chamber was 0.2 mm. The onset of the superconducting signal
is presented with an arrow, and the midpoint is marked with an open
circle. The number beside the pressure value in the ﬁgure indicates the
measurement trial number.
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T [K]
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Fig. 13 Temperature dependence of in-phase ac magnetization mA for HPTTa with N = 10 using Ap-J as PTM at various pressures. The diameter of
the sample chamber was 0.2 mm. The onset of the superconducting signal
is presented with an arrow, and the midpoint is marked with an open
circle. The number beside the pressure value in the ﬁgure indicates the
measurement trial number.
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Fig. 12 Temperature dependence of in-phase ac magnetization mA for HPTTa with N = 2 using Ap-J as PTM at various pressures. The diameter of
the sample chamber was 0.2 mm. The onset of the superconducting signal
is presented with an arrow, and the midpoint is marked with an open
circle. The number beside the pressure value in the ﬁgure indicates the
measurement trial number.

non-strained Ta.28) All of three HPT materials exhibit the
maximum Tc at around P = 12 GPa. For P < 2 GPa, HPT
(N = 2) shows the highest Tc among three, whereas for
P > 2 GPa, HPT (N = 10) does the highest Tc. HPT (N =
0.5) with initial accumulation of dislocation exhibits little
increase in Tc. HPT (N = 5) with competition of small-angle
grain boundaries and large-angle grain boundaries exhibits
strange down-up-down-up-down change in Tc. These behaviors suggests that intergrain network becomes a key factor
to determine Tc.

0

2

4

6

P [GPa]

HPT-Ta
8

10

Fig. 14 Pressure dependence of superconducting transition temperature Tc
for HPT-Ta (N = 0, 0.5, 2, 5, and 10) materials. For reference, the
previous data for non-strained Ta are also presented with black broken
curve.28) For N = 5, the closed circles stand for the data in the pressureincreasing process up to 6.9 GPa, and the open circles do for those in the
pressure-increasing process after releasing the pressure of 6.9 GPa.

Figures 15 shows the pressure dependence of interplanar
distance of (110), (200), (211), and (220) for the HPT-Ta
samples for N = 0 (a), 2 (b), and 10 (c). In all of three, all of
interplanar distances exhibit the shrinkage, and there are no
anisotropic deformation of the bcc unit cell. For N = 0, at
around P = 12 GPa, the shrinkage magnitude is suppressed
similarly to that observed in AR-Nb. The above pressure
region is consistent with that possessing the maximum of Tc.
On the other hand, both N = 2 and 10 shows that the uniform
contraction continues monotonously. Both HPT (N = 2) and
HPT (N = 10) do not show anomalous change in a at around
P = 12 GPa, suggesting that the increase in Tc cannot be
explained only with the change in lattice constant. Figure 16
shows the pressure dependence of normalized lattice constant

relative interplane distance

relative interplane distance

relative interplane distance
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body centered cubic (bcc)
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(220)

a

body centered tetragonal (bct)

c’

deformation

a’

a

a’

Fig. 17 Schematic of lattice deformation, where a bcc lattice (left panel) is
deformed to a bct lattice (right).33)

0.990

(b) N = 2

1.00

The additional HP compression reduces the intergrain space,
and strengthens the intergrain coupling. It has already been
conﬁrmed in the experimental side that Tc can increase with
strengthening the intergrain coupling.5,6) This eﬀect is
theoretically suggested to be enhanced in a system with
smaller grain size.7) We assume that the aforementioned
eﬀect appears prominently for HPT-Nb (N = 1) and all HPTTa (N = 0, 2, and 10) materials.

(110)

0.995

(200)
(211)

-0.12%/GPa

(220)
0.990

(c) N = 10

1.00

Anisotropic unit-cell compression ³Change in
Density of State by Deforming Lattice³
We have to consider another mechanism for increasing Tc
for the HPT-Nb (N = 10) materials. According to another
work,33) sharp increase in Tc for HPT-Nb (N = 10) using the
Apiezon-J grease does not appear in the case of good HP
condition using MEW and O2. The maximum Tc for HPT-Nb
(N = 10) using the Apiezon-J oil should be related with the
anisotropic contraction of the unit cell. Thus, it is of interest
to understand whether or not the anisotropic structure change
from bcc to the orthorhombic system close to the tetragonal
lattice actually leads to the increase in Tc.
We performed density-functional calculations for Nb using
the extended version of the TOKYO AB-INITIO PROGRAM
PACKAGE57) with plane-wave basis sets, where normconserving pseudopotentials58,59) and the generalized gradient approximation of the exchange-correlation potential60)
were employed. The cutoﬀ energies in the wavefunction and
charge densities were 64 and 256 Ry, respectively, and
40 © 40 © 40 k-point sampling was employed. The electronic density of states (DOS) was calculated by means of
the generalized tetrahedron method.61,62)
Based on experimental trends in the lattice change, we ﬁrst
focus on the speciﬁc deformation of the bcc structure to the
bct structure, which is schematically shown in Fig. 17. The
deformation is expressed as (a, a, a) ¼ (aA, aA, cA) with aA =
(1 + ¤)a and cA = (1 ¹ ¤)a. In the present calculation, we
assume a = 3.29 ¡ and ¤ = 0.015. The Bravais lattice is
expressed for a bcc system as,
4.2
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Fig. 15 Pressure dependence of normalized interplanar distance of (110),
(200), (211), and (220) planes for HPT-Ta with N = 0 (a), 2 (b), and 10
(c).
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Fig. 16 Pressure dependence of lattice constant of the bcc lattice for
HPT-Ta with N = 0, 2, and 10. The lattice constant a is normalized with
the value at ambient pressure. The solid line has the slope of ¹1.2 ©
10¹3 K/GPa.

a
ð1; 1; 1Þ;
2
a
a2 ¼ ð1; 1; 1Þ;
2
a
a3 ¼ ð1; 1; 1Þ;
2

a1 ¼
a. There is no prominent N dependence, and a continues to
decrease monotonously in the considered pressure region.
4.
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Discussion

4.1 Josephson contact
In the HPT procedure, the shear stress inserts dislocations
and reduces crystallinity, resulting in the grain reﬁnement at
the submicrometer or nanometer ranges as shown in Fig. 1.

and for a bct one as
a1 ¼

a
½ð1 þ ¤Þ; 1 þ ¤; 1  ¤;
2
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Fig. 18 Calculated electronic density of states of the bcc lattice (thin red
curves) and the bct ones (thick blue curves).33) The inset depicts the
magniﬁed portion around the Fermi level.

a
½1 þ ¤; ð1 þ ¤Þ; 1  ¤;
2
a
a3 ¼ ½1 þ ¤; 1 þ ¤; ð1  ¤Þ:
2
a2 ¼

Figure 18 depicts the calculated electronic DOS, with the
inset depicting the magniﬁcation of the low-energy regime.
We observe an increase in the DOS at the Fermi level N(0)
from the bcc to the bct structures. Here, the value of N(0) is
1.466 (states/eV/atom) for bcc and 1.540 (states/eV/atom)
for bct. The order of the present bcc value is reasonably
consistent with the past theoretical result.63)
By the McMillan-Allen-Dynes formula, Tc can be expressed on a quantitative basis as


½ln
1:04ð1 þ  Þ
Tc ¼
exp 
;
ð1Þ
  ® ð1 þ 0:62 Þ
1:2
where ½ln is the phonon frequency,  is the electron lattice
coupling, and ®+ is the eﬀective Coulomb potential.64,65) In
the case of Nb,  is of the order of 1, while ®+ is of the order
of 0.1.66) We can pay much attention to  rather than ®+.
According to McMillan’s theoretical work for strongcoupled superconductors, the electron-phonon coupling of
the bcc 4d transition-metal superconductors is strengthened
with the increase in N(0).64) An increase in the electronphonon coupling constant as well as that in N(0) contribute
to the increase in Tc. Consequently, we speculate that the
observed N(0) increase due to deformation contributes to the
experimental trend of Tc increase.
4.3 Compression eﬀects on V
There is no prominent diﬀerence in the change in Tc under
HP experiments using Ap-J between HPT-V (N = 0) and
HPT-V (N = 10), and they are consistent with the previous
data without using PTM by Ishizuka et al.27) The XRD
studies by Jenei et al. reported the existence of structural
phase transition from bcc to rhombohedral structure around
62 GPa under quasihydrostatic compression in the Ne
pressure medium.67) Under the nonhydrostatic condition,
the phase transition occurs at 30 GPa at ambient temperature.
Thus, we can assume that the lattice constant monotonically
decreases with applying the pressure without the phase
transition in the pressure region up to 30 GPa. This trend

basically leads to the decrease in N(0) and Tc. In fact, the
experiment exhibits that Tc monotonously increases with an
increase in pressure (Fig. 6). Then, the observed increasing
trend of Tc in V is not simply described as the eﬀect of N(0).
According to superconducting density functional theory, the
superconductivity of V seems to be beyond the conventional
phonon superconductivity; the theoretical Tc based on the
phonon mechanism is much overestimated as 16.3 K
compared with the experimental value of 5.4 K.68) As the
possible cause of disagreement, instability of the Cooper pair
based on spin ﬂuctuation has been suggested. In general,
applying pressure to the system to increase the metallicity
would result in suppression of spin ﬂuctuations. Thus,
observed positive correlation between the pressure increase
and the Tc increase in V might be explained as suppression
of the spin ﬂuctuation with pressure increase. Furthermore,
the change in spin ﬂuctuation under pressure may mask the
eﬀects of strengthening intergrain-contact and slight structural deformation in the unit-cell level. They are important
future problems to be investigated.
5.

Conclusion

In ﬁfth-group element superconductors V, Nb, and Ta,
artiﬁcial material manipulation using the severe plastic
deformation and additional hydrostatic compression was
attempted to increase the superconducting transition temperature Tc. In HPT-Nb with the small N and HPT-Ta for N = 0,
2, and 10, the increase in Tc due to strengthening the
intergrain contacts was observed. Further, the prominent
increase in Tc for HPT-Nb for N = 10 originates in the
anisotropic deformation of the unit cell. When the quasihydrostatic compression is yielded to the material with heavy
residual strain in the unit cell, severe strain accumulated in
the bcc unit cell with high symmetry is released at a small
amount of additional pressure. In the case of Nb, this manner
of lattice deformation is favorable for increasing Tc. The
knowledge obtained there yields a new strategy to increase
Tc from the viewpoints of material science. There would be
further potentiality for increasing Tc in the border region
between material science using severe plastic deformation
and extreme condensed-matter physics using hydrostatic
compression.
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